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oe BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM 

 adison, Wisconsin 

Head in the Clarke Smith Room, Room 1820 Van Hise Hall Ae 

ee ee ee OO peme OR ee 

president Weinstein presiding -. 0 

= pReseNT: Regents Clusen, Davis, Doughty Luckhardt, Fish, Flores, Gerrard, = oe 
Grover, Hanson, Hassett, Heckrodt, Jarvis, Lyon, Nicholas, 

ee _ Nikolay, Schilling, Vattendahl and Weinstein ees 
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oo Welcome to Regent Esther Doughty Luckhardt — ee ee 

president Weinstein introduced and welcomed Regent Esther Doughty —™S 
--s Luekhardt, who was appointed to the board by Governor Thompson on = 

coe: December 21, 1987, to complete the term of Dr. Ben Lawton, ending in 1992.00 

She was to serve on the Physical Planning and Development Committee. Regent = 

Doughty Luckhardt, of Horicon, served in the State Assembly for 22 years, = 

ss  peginning in 1962. Now retired, she owned and operated a real estate agency mae 

in Horicon for 25 years. eS Boe , Se oe Cee ee 

ORL GO Ns Sg ee i ee ee 

oes Lae livre Othe — - Adsten- AB rad , fp fo ee OE gE OE EE ee 

rg ee OE ae ES ee ee 

_ Weleome to Regent John Jarvis Vyklet s Se 

Regent John Jarvis, who was confirmed by the State Senate on January) ™ 
AE 28, 1988, for a term as student regent ending in 1989, was introduced and 

OR os : welcomed by. President Weinstein. — A graduate student in Taxation at oe eee a 

UW-Milwaukee, Regent Jarvis received a BBA degree in Accounting from 

ee UW-Madison. He was assigned to serve on the Business and Finance Committee. 

e peget — Lhikind> — pyar. The Ypbine ovoid, Pol
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-——-- S}yweleome to UW-Madison Chancellor Donna Shalala, jo, 2 oe 

—  Weleoming UW-Madison Chancellor Donna Shalala, who took office at the oo 

ss beginning of January 1988, Regent Weinstein made the following statement: = 
_ "Wery few decisions of the board are more important than the selection of =~ 
- ehancellors. This is so because, under our system of shared governance, = —™~S 

- @haneellors play such a key role--not only do we delegate great authority to 
them, but we rely on them to carry out regent policies. So it is anevent = 

Dy x DE SRG ie Ment ehcange bo att lelelly weipone Gey chanpaniere fe fhe system. 

_ ~Ttesd-7"sponna Shalala was the regents’ unanimous choice to serve as chancellor 
o£ the UW-Madison. She brings to the position special skills which will 

ss serve this campus well in the years ahead. She already has demonstrated the => 
ss ability to seize upon difficulties and turn them into opportunities. Her == 

_ geemingly boundless energy and determination to move forward is music to our 

—  eellective ears. 

TE is therefore a particular pleasure, on behalf of the Board of |. 
Regents, to welcome you, Chancellor Shalala, to our system. You not only 2 

Dg bp We Bee Dida os 
; Pregut baby Lipp ce Fede ff 0 AG Dove oe Se 

S Fhe —_ _ CY 
ee» Progress Report on Implementation of Regents' Strategic Plan, Planning = "™ ee 7 mn erent ae 

eS re ee 
Presenting this semi-annual update on implementation of the Regent Plan | 

for the Future, President Shaw noted that implementation of many elements of = 
the plan had been completed since the last update in July 1987 and that = 

Coe Educational Effectiveness = |. 

Highlighting two areas in the section on educational effectiveness, the 
Oe president referred first to transfers from the VTAE System and noted that a oe 

ss Goint UW/VTAE staff working group had been appointed to address a number of 
the issues contained in Resolution SG 6. One solution to the frustration = 

that VEAE students experienced in planning for transfer was an updated list = => 
of the existing course transfer opportunities in the UW System, which 
eventually would be included in the computerized transfer matrix. A broader 

-- Ggsgue related to tension between the interest in transferability and the = = Bey 
Pas interest in avoiding duplication between the two systems, That issue was oo 

addressed by the working group, whose draft report was being shared with = 
WAR staf€ and with UW System chancellors for review and comment. He 2 2 2 
expected to bring to the board in April a set of recommendations on the
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En response to a question by Regent Davis, President Shaw indicated 
that what was being done to implement Resolution SG 6 would address issues es 

_ paised by the Legislative Audit Bureau in its recent informational = = = sits 
- emorandum on credit transfer policies between the two systems. = = |... 

With regard to Resolution SG 11 on assessment of student learning, = = 
President Shaw indicated that the recent UW System conference on assessment, 

held at UW-Parkside, had been a great success, with participation by nearly = 
200 UW faculty and administrators. Many who had attended a national ts” 

— gonference last summer on the same topic said the one at UW-Parkside its 
_ gurpassed that conference in quality and usefulness. Wational experts who 

attended the Parkside conference commented that the UW System approach to 
assessment was rational and promising, especially in its focus on 2 2 2 

undergraduate teaching and programmatic improvement. The UW System had 
— gubmitted a 1988-89 budget request to the state of $225,000 for assessment, => 

and the Governor included $124,800 for that purpose in his budget for 

OBR ROD ee ee UES pets. 

Fiscal Effectiveness CSTE eg EG ne 

With regard to implementation of Resolution SG 10 on enrollment =§= 
management, President Shaw noted that the first phase had been successful | 

~~ not only in reaching but in exceeding the enrollment reduction target by = 
@ _ about 900 Fre stucents. while some variation from campus to campus was to 

o™ be expeeted, the intent was to stay on target and achieve the 7000 FTE st” 

Noting that Resolution SG 10 required the most effective use of 2 2 2 2 2” 
_ axisting program capacity to better serve students, President Shaw cited as 

an example enrollment at the UW Centers, which surpassed their targeted 

- dnerease of 125 FTE students by nearly 400 percent. The UW Centers, along 
swith several four-year institutions, had been determined to have the 
— gapacity to serve additional students, 0000000000 

Equity in Education 0000 

oe ee eee Referring to the recently completed series of hearings on the status of 

minority students, faculty and staff, President Shaw indicated his intention 

to ‘bring recommendations to the board in the spring, using a first and 2 2 2 2 
-  gecond reading format. 

Initiatives funded by the Governor and the Legislature to take effect 
in the next fiscal year were: the Pilot Freshmen Tuition Award Program for = ~~ | 

minority students in five selected high schools in the Milwaukee area, the 

_ Grow-Your-Own Faculty Program and the Teacher Education Loan Forgiveness =” 
eo Ppogram, BUS Cigna Be 8 EST ee ts So
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Extending University Resources sts ® 

One of the achievements in this area was appointment by the Governor of => 
a permanent Biotechnology Council, on which President Shaw served. The | 

Governor and the Legislature also approved creation of distinguished = 
ss prefessorships in the UW System, and six out of ten of these distinguished = 

_ professorships had already been awarded, with another four to be added this ms 

spring. Because the Governor was much impressed with the program, he had 
added in his 1988-89 budget funds for another ten professorships and =” 

_ Gndicated that he would like additional funds for this purpose to be st” 
provided after next year, Cag a 

Success also had been achieved in the area of applied research, for 
Which $200,000 was budgeted for each year of the current biennum. For this = = 

year, eight project applications were selected on a competitive basis from 
25 submitted in August. For the next year, 57 proposals were being 8 —™ 

_ peviewed. Demonstrating the great interest in applied research, there were 
- prajects to enhance the agricultural community, the business community, and 

-- @eonomic development in general. It was the president's hope that over time = 
the amount of funding for this program could be increased. _ See as ee, 

Leadership, Governance and Administration 4s 

plementation efforts in this area included evaluation of the © 

president and the chancellors. President Shaw commented that leadership by = “™ 

the executive officers had been instrumental in implementing the Plan for 2 

Another item in this section directed development of a handbook for the | 

ss Board of Regents, which had been completed for distribution to the board. 
Te was indicated that copies of the handbook would be made available to any 

- pegents who had not previously received one, 0 

Tp lementation was proceeding on Resolution SG 20, improving the 
- Gapability of management information systems, The strategic planning group 

on management information systems, appointed in January 1987, was due to — 
—  peport soon. Under the leadership of Executive Vice President Lyall, the = 

group had made a great deal of progress in the development of a coordinated 
Leek approach to management information systems, the initial tasks being to © oe 

define planning goals, to develop a protocol for MIS acquisitions, and to ee 
establish guidelines for institutional planning. The president expected to — S 
bring recommendations to the board in late spring, 2 2 2 2 

nn Regent Vice President Schilling observed that a remarkable number of _ ea rs 

objectives had already been achieved and expressed gratitude to the os 
administrators, faculty and staff involved in these accomplishments. 

Regent Fish, who had chaired the Regent Study Group on the Future of = = © 
re ey the UW System, recalled that he had asked for time lines on the resolutions Z we 

aS in order to ensure movement toward implementation. He commended President =. 

Shaw, the chancellors, faculty and staff for their excellent performance in ee 

meeting those time lines. 2 2 2 2 Se Be
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President Weinstein noted that there would continue to be regent §  — | 
.  peviews of implementation every six months. COE SOS eo EN oe 

Regent Nicholas asked if any of the resolutions resulted in particular 
problems in implementation or if there were any which needed to be changed. —t*™s 

hile he did not believe any major changes were warranted, President = = 
Shaw indicated that management information systems issues presented the = ~~. 

aS ss greatest challenge, in trying to keep up with technology and relate it to 

present and future needs. It was also necessary to assess the stage of | 

development at a given campus and relate the cost of efforts toward = | 

uniformity, versus the cost of not being uniform. The issues were complex = | 

and related both to technical questions and matters of process. esses 

Phe area of mission review also was difficult and time-consuming, as ~~ 

wag identification of Centers of Excellence. In addition, institutions were = =~ 

being asked to report on general education programs. Many had been updated 
in the last two years, while others were just beginning to review this area. 

— Beansfer of credits from the UW Centers to the universities, as related = | 

BQ enrollment management, also raised complex questions. For example, = 

ss gtudents might decide that, if they had to stay at a center for two years ts 
before transferring, they would not attend a center at all. It would be 

= |._hecessary to continue efforts to make UW Center attendance attractive to | 

—  Binally, the whole matter of enrollment management required difficult = = =~ 
adjustments. Last year, there were more multiple applications than ever its 

before, and this year there were even more, the reason being that students 
oe were no longer assured of being accepted by the university of their first = = = | 
—  ghoice. Multiple applications made it difficult for institutions to = = | 

estimate how many of the students accepted actually would enroll. Sune ees 

oe ‘The president did not believe, however, that any of these complexities = 

meant that directions provided in the Plan for the Future should be = = | 

oe changed. Rather, they were challenges which would have to be met. 

Tn response to a question by Regent Clusen regarding multiple §=§ | 

applications, President Shaw noted that fees of $100 for admissions deposits | 

were being charged by UW-Madison and UW-Stevens Point. This fee, applied to | 

the tuition charge upon enrollment, made it easier for those institutions to 
es application fee, oe Ps 2 . oe es : ee ee 

Regent Glusen suggested that other institutions also might want to 
SS consider raising their charges. | Se ae eae Ge oe 

4 president Shaw agreed that $10 was probably too inexpensive and that = = 

@ _ some institutions might well raise their charges, with the understanding 
7 ~—___ that the need to predict enrollment should be balanced against student = = 

Financial difficulties and recognition that some students might have good = 
_— peason to apply to more than one institution, 0000
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\ Or aber Perypsns? ~) Ee een ahah © 

es on eeport on Ac ademic : Prog ram Review, including Prog rams Req uiring Special . a 2 

Attention py(oe Zo ee ee ee 
RRR 

Introducing the report, President Shaw referred to charts on the array —™*™” 
gf programs across the system. The chart on undergraduate programs showed 
that about 56 percent were core programs in the liberal studies and ss—i—‘i—sSSS 

- geiences, which were offered by most United States colleges and 

universities, and not regarded as duplicative. = sss 

another category was professional programs that served regional needs, 
such as teacher education, business, accounting, and computer science. = 

i While there was duplication in this category, it was not considered = EOE 

unnecessary duplication, 
ee 

ee A third category consisted of programs limited to a few institutions, — es 

an order to avoid excessive duplication. These included agriculture, =” 

Mew programs in all categories were reviewed by the University System 

and the board five years after being implemented, after which they were ee 
meen ae reviewed on a regular cycle by the institutions offering them. In addition, = = =~ 

ss programs in need of special attention had been identified for joint review = = = 
by System Administration and the institutions, = = ee 

With regard to graduate program array, Uv Madison, a4 4 calor cereerch = 6 @® 

university, had the greatest number of master's and doctoral programs. == 8 ‘ 
UW-Milwaukee, which offered a limited number of doctoral programs and more = 
master's programs than the comprehensive institutions, ranked about in the he Se 

middle of its peer group with respect to program array at the graduate ss” 

level. The comprehensive institutions offered about the median number of 2” 

graduate programs of their peer institutions. There was not much 
ss duplication of graduate programs, although there was some duplication, = 

particularly in the area of teacher education, 4 22 EE 

—  Gategories of graduate programs were: (1) programs designed to serve =. 

es local needs, such as education; and (2) programs carefully controlled in 2 
terms of numbers, such as agriculture, engineering, health sciences, fine = 

arts, and foreign languages. There were 14 graduate programs which had been 
-  @igeontinued since 1982.00 

ee On the subject of program review, President Shaw first turned to the = 

- gategory of programs requiring special attention, which included 
102 programs (nearly eight percent of the total) to be reviewed in the next = = 

ss three years. ‘Additionally, 22 degree titles were being phased out, and —s—te 

a 45 were to be reviewed for consolidation. This extensive and a 

«labor-intensive project was being undertaken to ensure that programs met = 
- edtieational needs and quality tests in a cost-effective way, 

—  Sinee the five-year academic program reviews were begun in 1981, 00” 

oe 80 reviews had been initiated. These reviews generally required one-to-two $$$». 

years to complete, and 58 had been finished to date. Of that number, eight = © 

programs had been discontinued, and 23 had been continued with major) 
— pecommendations for improvement.
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"the final category of program review was institutional review ona —™S oe 

ss pegular cycle of all 1200 programs in the UW System. In the six-year period = 

_ govered by this report, over 600 programs had been or were being reviewed. 2s” 

Stating that program review is taken seriously in the UW System, = 
ss President Shaw observed that these careful reviews resulted in a program 

array which was more tightly controlled and consisted of fewer programs than = 
the program array in most other systems of higher education, = Gas 

ty response to a question by Regent Clusen, President Shaw explained 
that two factors used to identify programs given special attention were => oe 

enrollment and cost. It was a way of flagging programs for review and did | 

not imply that they all should be eliminated. They were identified by means | 

of a protocol developed in cooperation with the institutions. | 

Regent Davis inquired about the extent to which there was relabeling of = 
ss programs, as opposed to actually phasing them out and shifting resources out = 

of an area completely, 

-  peen discontinued, and 21 new programs had been added. Not all the programs == = 

identified for special attention involved major resource decisions; in some = 

/ @ eases, they simply involved retitling or consolidation. =~ Ho | 

Oe. for phase-out in 1986-87 had actually been terminated, and Vice President __ oe 

 Beani replied in the affirmative. 020 2 | ee 

- Woting his previously expressed concern that board approval is required = 
to ereate programs, but that five-year reviews are presented for information | 

ould terminate programs or if that would require special effort outside of — Coe 

- pegular procedures. ES I 

Regent Hanson recalled some programs being terminated as a result of 

president Shaw added that each review included a recommendation as to 
Whether the programs should be continued or terminated. EE 

hile the reviews came to the regents as information items rather than =~ 
ag action items, Regent Schilling noted that there had been occasions when = 

the board did not agree with the System Administration recommendation. As a = 

gases. There was no question in the statute as to the board's authority to 
terminate a program, since Chapter 36.09(c) provides that the board shall 
determine the educational programs to be offered in the system and may —™ - 

see
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Regent Flores pointed out that it was difficult to disagree with what @ 
was recommended in the five-year review reports, since the review was done 

sss primarily at the campus level, and the regents received only a brief summary = 
Po oe eR the resulta, 

president Weinstein noted that the B.A./B.S. program in Afro-American = 
tudes at UW-Madison had been identified as a program requiring special = 

attention, but the agenda of the Education Committee included a five-year 
-- peview for the Master's Degree in Afro-American Studies witha - 

- peeommendation that it be continued, wen 

Wee President Trani explained that the undergraduate program was om 
the list for special review because of the small number of students enrolled. 

AOE It was suggested by Regent Weinstein that the Education Committee take ce 

into account the status of that program when considering the Master's Degree 
program, since students progressed from one to the other. 

In response to a further question by Regent Weinstein, Dr. Trani —™ 

indicated that the protocol included identification of programs needing = == 
ss gpeeial attention on the basis of qualitative factors. The Office of =~ ee 
-— Aeademic Affairs would review with the vice chancellor of each institution = © 

the previous year's program reviews in order to identify any quality 
: ee - eoncerns. ee | ee ee es oe ag EE ——- os 7 ca 

ON eee gt i ee BOARS Ee 

= PReporton Review of Mission Statements pp @—/f en PMS Sa 

ee President Shaw began the report on mission statements by describing oo ee 

these statements as constitutions that provide the foundation of 
institutional direction, The mission review process, which began as soon as) pes 

the Regent Study Group report was completed in December 1986, resulted in 
the drafts presented at this meeting, 

Because the institutions had been asked to fine tune their missions, _ ON 
ss pather than to write entirely new ones, the resulting revisions were more 

ss Like than unlike the originals but still incorporated important changes. 
Bor example, a clear and unambiguous statement on the vital commitment to. rn 

minority and disadvantaged students had been added to the overall system Hae eae 

mission. In addition, all UW System institutions were encouraged to share = 
the unique educational and research opportunities offered at UW-Madison and st” 

_ UWeMilwaukee, and the UW-Madison and UW-Milwaukee statements contained their = oe 

commitment in that regard to the comprehensive universities, UW-Extension == 
and UW Centers. Research at non-doctoral institutions was mentioned, anda 

-- gommon outreach and extension statement was added to the core mission of the = = 
University Cluster. Similarly, University Cluster missions now placed = 
greater emphasis on service to their respective regions. There was @ = =  =jqy 
statement on urban corridor service for UW-Milwaukee, UW-Green Bay, = @ 

ss WParkside and UW-Oshkosh. Finally, there was the element of academic = 
diversity and distinctiveness, with each institution expected to retain its eee ES
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— indque identity in offering the citizens of Wisconsin a cost-efficient = «= = | 

Bo Llowing mission reviews, there would be designation of Centers of = 3 © 

Excellence, to be identified through a comprehensive competitive process = its 
—  deweloped by the Office of Academic Affairs, 20000 

As illustrations of how the Centers of Excellence would fit into the | 
institutional missions, the president cited the Center for General Education = | 

at UW-Eau Claire, physical therapy and health education at UW-La Grosse, the =| 
ss pegional Master's of Business Administration at UW-Oshkosh, agri-business =” 

ss UW-Stevens Point, advanced technology at UW-Stout, and management computer it~” 
—s gystems at UW-Whitewater. While missions served as constitutions providing = 

general direction and distinctiveness, the Centers of Excellence would site 

ss gpecify major priorities within those missions. 2 2 

Regent Hanson asked why the statement of commitment to serving the = ~~ 

oe a . — wee : - been removed from the. core. mission of the university cluster. a = ogous oe | ee aS a i ae 

Tt was explained by Vice President Trani that, because the statement = => 
oe oo ae had been placed in the mission statement for the UW System as a whole, : ait oe | : s : oe ay oS a. 

@ __ sas not consideres necessary aleo to include it in the core mission = | 

statements. With legislative approval, that commitment would become state > 

Regent Hanson noted that it was stated as well in some institutional = 
missions, She also questioned the necessity of both core and select = = | 

. oo missions for UW-Extension and the UW Centers.  __ sage a a ae, oa 

Regent President Weinstein thanked Vice President Trani, the ss 
ss ehancellors, faculty and staff for their hard work in revising the 

missions. On the basis of comments made to him by regents, he had discussed = 
ss with President Shaw the next steps to be taken. The first type of comment = = = = = 

indicated that the statement of the system's mission should be incorporated =~ 
by reference into the missions of all institutions, rather than having 2s 

portions of it selected by institutions for inclusion in their select = = = | 
missions. For example, if some institutions stated a commitment to minority = 
students and others did not, it could be interpreted by some to mean that =| 
all institutions did not share that commitment. 00000000000 

fhe second general comment was that the core statements also should be —t™ 

statements then would set forth what is specific to that institution which =. 
differentiates it from others. 000000 

——~_-_ Regent Weinstein proposed that President Shaw be asked to have the = = | 

© statements restructured in that way, beginning with the system and core 
missions which would then be brought back to the board. Hearings would be > 

ss deferred until the restructuring was completed, 0000000000
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Expressing agreement with that suggestion, Regent Schilling added that = = 
- attention also should be given to the disparity among University Cluster = = 

institutions as to the specificity of their proposed missions. While some 
eve very general, others specifically stated programs that were their —™” 

—  foeus, such as UW-Stevens Point, UW-Platteville and UW-River Falls. He felt = = 
there were some which should be made more specific and urged regents to 2 —t™ 
identify to President Shaw and Vice President Trani those about which they | 
ad concerns 

“Tf the system and core missions were defined by System Administration | 
and the Board of Regents, Regent Davis asked if the institutions would be =” 

opportunity to dissent from what was set forth in the system and core 2s” 
ugg ong ee 

Regent Weinstein replied that the institutions would have the = | 
opportunity to make comments and suggestions, but that Chapter 36 of the = =~ 

Statutes gave the board final responsibility for the mission statements, => 

Regent Schilling remarked that the process followed had been exemplary, 
with a great deal of work done at each institution by faculty, staff and st” 
administrators. When it reached the board level, the regents had the = = | 

_ guthority and responsibility to comment on structure as well on substance. = © 

Regent Flores agreed that some of the institutional mission statements © 
were so general that they could be applied to almost any of the = = 
institutions. He thought the real value of reviewing them was to provide 

the occasion for the institutions to study their current status and their 
— Mirection for the future, 000 

Regent Weinstein pointed out that Resolution SG 9 of the regents' = | 
strategic plan, which called for the mission reviews, directed that the ee 

ss institutions first identify their priorities and then incorporate them in | 

Regent Fish concurred and noted that some institutions had placed in = 
ee their mission statements the types of social objectives and general = = © 

-  gtatements about education which could be assumed to be the responsibility = = | 

gf all institutions. What was sought by Resolution SG 9 were those specific => 
— aeademic activities that were the particular focus of each institution. © 

Regent Clusen asked if the institutions were given any guidelines as to 
— opganization, tone, and specificity when they began their reviews. 

Replying in the affirmative, Vice President Trani added, however, that = = 
the model of the existing mission statements had been used and that might = =~ 

ss have been an error in terms of format. The existing statements, for 2 2 
— gxample, included both core and select mission statements for UW-Extension 

and the UW Centers. There also was repetition and incorporation of part of 4 

existing model had been followed because Resolution SG 9 called only for == = 
fine tuning the mission statements, 90000000000
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pe Regent Clusen asked if Vice President Trani saw any particular problems S oe | 

LO in proceeding as suggested. an ee 

ee reply, Dr. Trani said his only concern related to the enormous ™ — 
efforts that had been expended at the individual institutions to revise ee nee 

their mission statements. He thought the idea of focusing first on the =| ; 

| & system and core mission statements was a good one, and that these should be 

De Regent Weinstein indicated that he did not propose setting a timetable 

: a - oe oe Oe President Shaw agreed and added that his major concern would be in ae - ' | _ ee 

tying to reshape the statements too quickly. He suggested dealing with the 
issue of symmetry first, allowing ample opportunity for comment and reaction. 

Regent Weinstein asked that regents review the draft system and the 
Ds core statements, and provide President Shaw with comments. | Bs nes le ne 

os pe een Regent Davis said he was satisfied with moving in this direction and | oo m 

inquired as to the process for institutional comment. CES ene 

president Shaw suggested that a first reading, second reading approach 
g@ __ ve utilized so that there would be sufficient opportunity to react to the = = | 

Oe es There was concurrence with the approach proposed by Regent Weinstein. | a 

ee ee - OYfdith A. Temby Pe Oi eS 
s Bo  Seeretary © ee CR EOE ge 

ee ee
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